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Особенности перевода-нашептывания или «шушутаж»

Шушутаж (от фр. chuchotage -  нашептывание) -  разновидность 
синхронного перевода, который осуществляется переводчиком 
вполголоса для одного клиента (или нескольких, но обычно не более 
трех-четырех). В статье рассматриваются достоинства и недостатки 
перевода-нашептывания, а также ситуации, при которых он 
применяется. Этот вид перевода является распространенной 
переводческой практикой, т. к. устный перевод становится все более 
и более востребованным в современном мире, а использование 
специального оборудования для синхронного перевода в некоторых 
случаях не целесообразно. Также в статье выявляется место перевода- 
нашептывания в сфере устного перевода.

Peculiarities of whispered interpreting or “chuchotage”

There are many classifications of translation which are based on 
different criteria. The first classification we are to introduce is based on 
psycholinguistic distinction. Professor V. N. Komissarov distinguishes 
translation and interpretation. The classic example of translation is when a 
translator perceives an original in the form of written text and creates a 
written translation equal to the original. During the interpretation a text is 
perceived and interpreted aurally (often at the same time).

It is essential to underline the fundamental differences between these 
two types:

1. The interpretation excludes the possibility to recur to the pieces of 
text and to analyze them and make corrections before a receptor receives a 
message.

2. A translator doesn’t have strict time limits to produce translation. 
He/she can discontinue the process and return to the previously translated 
passage to make changes.



According to the Komissarov’s classification the interpretation is 
subdivided into simultaneous and consecutive interpreting.

Simultaneous interpreting occurs virtually at the same time when 
orator is uttering the original message [1]. Generally simultaneous 
interpreting is performed by means of special technical equipment. “That 
may include items such as headphones, microphone and transmission 
equipment. Usually it is performed inside a soundproof booth, relying on 
the original speech being transmitted into the booth, reaching the 
interpreter through a set of headphones. The output from the interpreter is 
transmitted to the listeners by the use of a microphone and relevant 
transmission equipment, reaching the audience most commonly through a 
headset that they wear. In this setting the listeners can sit wherever they 
like in the hall” [2]. Here 2-3 sec interval is possible.

Whispered interpreting (French term “chuchotage”) is a type of 
simultaneous interpreting when an interpreter sits next to the receptor(s) 
(but usually not more than three or four) interpreting in a low voice what is 
being said [1]. “Training for simultaneous interpretation is challenging and 
intense. It requires a good consecutive interpretation background and 
special training for stamina, mental reflexes, voice, on the spot problem 
solving, dealing with foreign accents, speed...” [3].

In consecutive mode of interpreting interpretation takes place after 
the speaker makes a pause completing his/her speech or a part of it. The 
length of the interpreted piece may be different (from a few sentences to a 
20 min fragment) [1].

“Training for consecutive interpretation is very important. It involves 
developing special listening, memory and analytical skills, note-taking 
techniques as well as public speaking skills. This mode of interpretation is 
used at high-level and smaller meetings, as well as in after-dinner speeches 
and escorting situations. Occasionally, in the diplomatic world or in 
negotiations the notes taken by the interpreter have helped the delegations 
in drafting the proceedings” [3, p. 3-4].

In the West-European tradition the next classification of 
interpretation is frequently used:

1) consecutive interpreting;
2) simultaneous interpreting;
3) whispered interpreting (“chuchotage”);
4) sight translation (which occurs when an interpreter is required to 

interpret a written text instantaneously, e.g. legal documents, e-mails, etc.)



Whispered interpretation is carried out by an interpreter for single 
person audiences or a small number of people in a whisper. It is performed 
without the use of interpreting booths [3, p. 10; 5].

This kind of interpreting is traditionally “categorized” as a form of 
conference interpreting, in that it is a one-way translation process where 
the interpreter’s role appears more passive and non-involved. Certainly, 
the interpreter is not directly involved in managing and coordinating the 
communicative event nor does he/she interpret in two directions. However, 
by being close to listeners it is easier for the interpreter to understand to 
what extent technical terms and even the whole message and complex 
ideas are understood by his/her client(s) and he/she can thus adopt the 
most adequate strategy [6].

This type of interpretation is suitable not only in formal settings but 
in informal as well. That’s why it can take place in non-conference 
settings. It is widely used in guided tours or TV talk-shows with foreign 
guests. It is also used during court proceedings (legal deliberations 
between the parties, while witnesses give evidence, etc.), seminars, and 
brief conferences with small number of participants.

The number of interpreters depends on the circumstances and “for 
meeting lasting longer than an hour two interpreters are required” [7]. 
Whispered interpreting is recommended only for bilateral meetings or 
where only a few guests do not speak the common language.

Here it is necessary to distinguish simultaneous translation in itself 
from chuchotage:

1) simultaneous interpreting is used only during international 
conferences and in business settings for audiences of more than three-four 
people;

2) during the whispered interpreting an interpreter sits near a 
listeners) but not in a booth;

3) chuchotage is produced without special equipment. But sometimes 
an interpreter may decide to use portable interpreting equipment if he/she 
has more than one listener to make his/her speech better to hear. In this 
case recipients wear earphones.

Thus we can name the following advantages of chuchotage:
1) simultaneous booths are not required; 2) clients enjoy great flexibility.

But on the other hand there are also several drawbacks:
1) difficult working conditions and noise which annoys and distracts 

an interpreter and his/her clients;



2) an interpreter must be concentrated during the whole process of 
interpretation. There are no pauses and breaks;

3) whispered interpreting can be performed only into one language;
4) an interpreter is always near his/her listeners) even if portable 

interpreting systems are used.
To sum up it is necessary to say that today chuchotage plays an 

important role as a specific type of simultaneous interpreting. An 
interpreter can use it in various settings because it is rather flexible kind of 
interpreting. In the context of globalization it is becoming more and more 
popular. Though whispered interpreting has a number of disadvantages, it 
still has clear advantages and wide range of application areas. Therefore, 
as an interpreting service it will stay an integral part of contemporary 
interpreting market.
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